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Abstract: 

 

The Software Define Networking (SDN) paradigm proposes faster implementations, 
flexibility, and a simplified network management, resulting very attractive to new 
carrier deployments. Nevertheless, migrating legacy networks to SDN scenarios has 
been slowed down. Traditional network features, such as high availability, load 
balancing, and scalability are constrained by the centralized nature of SDN architecture. 
This study evaluates legacy network features, applied to an SDN network, analyzing the 
impact of this evolution on the network performance. For the evaluation, a set of virtual 
scenarios has been implemented, assessing different network parameters, in order to 
measure the impact on the network performance.   
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Chapter 1  
 
1.1 Introduction 

Traditional internet networks, are the result of different protocols that in most of the 
cases are defined in an isolated way, addressing particular issues, and at the end 
incrementing technological fixes, a problem sometimes called Internet Ossification [1]. 
As a result, we have a stack of protocols and overlays which make the network 
management very complex. Indeed, the own physical network structure shows a high 
complexity as well. In addition, proprietary implementations increase compatibility 
issues in multi-vendor environments. Different vendors with proprietary protocols and 
specific configurations result in complex scenarios with clear network limitations.  

Furthermore, monitoring and administration of all this network equipment that 
nowadays, are managed mainly in a distributed manner, makes it even more complex.    

Software defined networking SDN [2], has emerged as a new network 
architecture that increases programmability and centralizes the intelligence of the 
network, breaking the control plane out of the switch itself and delegating this control to 
a central equipment increasing the flexibility of the network.  

Instead of having the same distributed scheme of legacy networks, the SDN 
architecture centralizes the management of the network infrastructure in one device, the 
SDN Controller. The main concepts of SDN such as abstraction, orchestration, and 
virtualization will be reviewed throughout this work, as well as the architecture 
components including a brief description of northbound and southbound interfaces and 
the SDN concept applicability in operational environments.  

This study aims to evaluate the impact of different network properties like the 
high availability, load balancing, and scalability on the network performance. This 
analysis is carried out by proposing different virtual scenarios and topologies, assessing 
different network parameters, in order to measure the overall network performance and 
the interaction between these network properties.  

  As a first part of the work, basic concepts and the state of the art of Software 
Define Networking, as well as OpenFlow Protocol [3] will be reviewed to visualize 
capabilities and constraints that could appear in a migration scenario from legacy 
networks to this new architecture. A brief description of the available SDN applications 
from different controller’s developments has been also included in order to understand 
actual features available for the architecture. 

Moreover, a brief description of the most implemented controllers [4] 
OpenDaylight ODL [5] and Open Network Operating System ONOS [6] has been 
included. A benchmarking between ODL and ONOS controllers has been performed in 
order to measure controller’s performance and choose the optimal one for the proposed 
scenarios.  

A second part of the work describes the simulation environment for testing the 
applicability of some SDN tools and apps in a real scenario and with the premises of 
network features migration from legacy to SDN networks. The simulation covers two 
kinds of implementations, from a carrier perspective, SDN-WAN, with support for IP 
routing and from an enterprise perspective at Data Center SDN – LAN.   

Finally, a migration scenario is analyzed in order to check the feasibility of a 
migration scenario from a carrier perspective with L3 forwarding.  
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1.2 SDN architecture  

In the SDN architecture, the idea is to decouple the control and data planes, including a 
uniform vendor-agnostic interface (OpenFlow) between control and data layers, 
centralizing the network intelligence in a single high performance device. SDN 
architecture is illustrated in Fig 1.1. Centralized intelligence is supported by a unique 
equipment known as the controller. It has a logical map of the entire network or 
infrastructure layer and also the network functions or application layer, providing an 
efficient monitoring and control of the network.  

This new paradigm allows implementing a programmable, flexible and scalable 
network at a faster pace representing a solution for the limitations of traditional 
networking. From the bottom to the top, the SDN architecture defines different work 
planes [7] described below.  

 
 

 
Figure 1.1  SDN Architecture [8] 

 
 
The Forwarding Plane, located at the infrastructure layer is responsible for the 
forwarding, dropping or changing packets. Each forwarding action is based on 
instructions received from the Control Plane. Switches and routers are in general 
represented as an infrastructure resource (abstraction), reducing the network 
complexity. The forwarding plane is also known as Data Plane. 
 The Control Plane in conjunction with the Management Plane provides 
intelligence to the network. The control plane is implemented in the SDN Controller. It 
works as the intermediary between the infrastructure and application layer. This plane is 
responsible for making decisions on how packets should be forwarded by network 
devices and translate those decisions to the Data Plane which is in charge of the 
execution. The Control plane is also in charge of fine-tuning the Forwarding Tables [9] 
that resides in the Data Plane. 
 The Management Plane, as well as the Control Plane, is located at the Control 
Layer and is responsible for monitoring, configuring, and maintaining network devices 
through the southbound interface SBI.   
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Finally, the Application Plane allocates applications and services that define the 
network behavior. Applications are modular and communicate with the Control Plane 
through the northbound interface, NBI. The network behavior can be modified using the 
applications located at this plane.  
 
 
1.3 SDN components 

SDN architecture is comprised of the SDN Controller and SDN devices. In addition, 
there are different northbound/southbound interfaces for the communications between 
application and data planes. The most used southbound interface is OpenFlow, and it 
will be explained in more detail in this Chapter.  
 
 
1.3.1 SDN Controller 

The SDN controller is considered as the core or brain in the network. It is referred as the 
Network OS, centralizing the control of the network. Located between the Application 
and the Infrastructure Layer, it has a global view of the network. It is in charge of flows 
management and communicating the action set to the switches and routers located at 
Infrastructure Layer. The communication with devices is done via the southbound 
interfaces and with the applications and business logic is done via the northbound 
interfaces.  

The first protocol developed for communicating the SDN controller with 
switches as a southbound interface is OpenFlow [3], illustrated Fig 1.2. 

Moreover, there is another SBI, the Open vSwitch Database OVSDB [10]. It is a 
management protocol also used in commercial equipment or as secondary 
implementation for controllers clustering. Another option to program SDN devices at 
the infrastructure layer is through the use of APIs. In that sense, the network 
configuration protocol NETCONF could be used as SBI. Furthermore, REST, Python, 
and Java are defined as the current APIs [11] for communicating the application layer 
with the controller, working as NBIs, depicted in Fig 1.2.   

Independently of the SDN Controller, typically a set of pluggable modules have 
been deployed performing different network tasks. Some tasks include inventorying of 
devices, network statistics, flow tables monitor of switches and topology viewers in real 
time.  

 

	
Figure 1.2 SDN Controller Structure [8] 
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Controller’s functionalities can be expanded installing or developing additional 
modules. Usually, these modules are open source as the controller, but there also are 
proprietary software with a required license agreement.  

ODL and ONOS are examples of open source controllers with several network 
functionalities at the application plane. Controllers performance will be reviewed more 
in detail in the next Chapter. 

 
1.3.2 SDN Devices 

SDN devices receive packets on a port and perform a certain network function. Any 
network equipment that could implement an API to connect to the controller, can be 
considered as an SDN device. Figure 1.3 illustrates an SDN switch composed by an API 
to communicate with the controller, flow tables, and a packet processing function either 
implemented in software Fig 1.3 (a) or embodied in hardware Fig 1.3 (b). 
 
 

              
(a)                                                                                            (b) 

Figure 1.3 (a) SDN hardware switch, (b) SDN software switch [8] 
 
 
1.4 OpenFlow 

OpenFlow was initially proposed by Stanford University [12], and it is now 
standardized by The Open Networking Foundation ONF [13], a non-profit organization 
established in 2011 by Deutsche TeleKom, Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Verizon, and 
Yahoo. ONF is dedicated to accelerating the adoption of SDN.  

OpenFlow appears as the first standard for the communication interface between 
the Control and Data layers and the most used SBI at the industry.  

Basically, OpenFlow allows the SDN controller, to manage the network devices 
located at the infrastructure layer. OpenFlow protocol must be implemented on both 
sides of the interface, between the devices at the infrastructure layer and at the SDN 
controller in the control layer. The most important idea of OpenFlow is that it uses the 
concept of flows to manage the traffic, instead of IP directions. The flows are managed 
based on the rules allocated in the flow tables.  
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Figure 1.4 OpenFlow - Based Controller	[8]	

 
In addition, OpenFlow-based SDN controller allows the integration with enterprise 
carrier’s existing infrastructure and provides a simple migration path for those segments 
of the network that need SDN functionality [14]. Based on OpenFlow protocol, the 
controller manages directly the Flow Tables of each switch and then gives the set of 
actions to the forwarding plane as is shown in Fig. 1.4.  
 

 
1.4.1 OpenFlow Switch and Components  

An OpenFlow Switch is composed of one or more flow tables and an OpenFlow 
channel. The first element performs packet lookups and forwarding, and the OpenFlow 
channel provides the communication with the controller.  

An overview of the packet forwarding process in OpenFlow is described in Fig 
1.5. When a packet arrives at the OpenFlow switch “Packet in from Network”, the 
header of the packet is analyzed “Parsing Header Fields”, and matched against the 
inner flow table “Match against tables”, if a match is found in the table, the action is 
performed “Perform actions on packets”. Prioritization of each flow entry is also 
available if more than one match is found in the local table. Multiple types of actions 
could be performed, forwarding the packet, blocking traffic, port forwarding, and a 
general QoS treatment for accomplishing a basic traffic engineering.   

On the other hand, if no match of the packet header is found “No match found” 
at the flow table, the switch sends a PACKET_IN message to the controller “Notify 
controller”. At this instance, the controller has to determine the corresponding action to 
handle the packet. It has to update the flow tables along the path to the destination of the 
packet through a PACKET_OUT message. A further explanation of the OpenFlow 
process is described in section 2.3.1. 

 

 
Figure 1.5 Packet Forwarding process - OpenFlow  Switch [15] 
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For an integration with OpenFlow protocol, traditional switches require a firmware or 
software upgrade. In this case, the switch is considered Hybrid Type and handle the 
traffic as an Ethernet switch as well as OpenFlow tables to forward packets, at the same 
time.  

Furthermore, if the switch just supports OpenFlow protocol but not legacy 
traffic, it is considered Only-OpenFlow switch type and the action in the local 
OpenFlow table is performed. The Table below shows some hybrid-type switches. In 
most of the cases, just an upgrade of the firmware make them OpenFlow compliant. 
Some important vendor references as Cisco, HP, and Huawei are included in Table 1.1.   

 
 

Vendor	 Product	
Arista	 7124FX	

Broadcom	 Strata	XGS	
Cisco	 cat6k,	catalyst	3750,	6500	series	
Dell	 Z9000	and	s4810	
HP	 5900	

Huawei	 SN-640	
IBM	 RackSwitch	G8264	

Juniper	 MX-240,	T-640	
NEC	 IP8800,	PF5240,	PF5820	
Pica8	 P-3290,P-3295,P-3780	
Table 1.1 OpenFlow Compliant Switches [16] 

 
 
OpenFlow protocol works through the controller. It is in charge of add, update, or delete 
flow entries in one or multiple flow tables at switches as depicted in Fig. 1.6. Each flow 
table in the switch contains a set of flow entries and each flow entry consists of match 
fields and a set of instructions to apply to matching packets. Flow entries consist of 
header fields, counters, and actions associated with each entry. The header fields are 
used as match criteria to check if the incoming packets match this entry.  
 Multi-flow tables allow a subsequent packet processing, looking for a match in 
succeeding tables. Each flow entry can be chained to another flow table. The processing 
pipeline provides a greater flexibility for packet processing, commonly used in QoS 
environments [15]. 

  
 

 
Figure 1.6 Multiple tables in a pipeline [15] 

 
Some modifications and enhancements have been done since the first OpenFlow 
protocol release 1.0 [17]. Main changes, capabilities, and support of later releases, are 
described in Table 1.2.  
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The OpenFlow version V1.0 initially presented support for a single table with a limited 
number of entries and also a limited packet processing capabilities [18]. Later, V1.2 
implemented a multi-table and group abstraction support, allowing group entries and 
action buckets for multicast applications. Release 1.2 also enhance the matching process 
through the OpenFlow Extension Match OXM. Version 1.3 [19] added the metering 
capability to the OpenFlow protocol, which allowed a basic QoS service, based on rate 
limit policy. Version 1.3 also implemented multiple tunnel encapsulations for tunneling 
support. Version V1.4 [20] added the bundles, which provide an enhanced transactional 
capability to the OpenFlow controller. Finally, the main improvement in V1.5 [3] is the 
port recirculation that allows service Chaining functions for firewalls and load 
balancers.    

Despite different OpenFlow versions, there are general types of messages used 
by an OpenFlow Controller. The switch to controller connection is discovered using a 
symmetric protocol and it is maintained using periodic echo request/reply messages. 
There are also specific unidirectional messages, sent from the controller to the switch, 
or from the switch to the controller to perform specific tasks. As an example, the 
FLOW_MOD message is used to modify a certain flow entry in a switch. Asynchronous 
messages may also pass from the switch to the controller announcing changes in the 
switch or network state [21]. 
 
 

OpenFlow	
Version	 Features	
1.0	 Single	Table	
1.1	 Multi-	table,	Groups,	VLAN	and	MPLS	support	

1.2	 OXM,	Multiple	controllers	support	-	Switch	maintain	
simultaneous	connections	to	multiple	controllers	

1.3	 Meters	for	QoS	Capabilities	-	Rate	limiting,	Tunneling	
Support	for	multiple	tunnel	encapsulations	

1.4	 Support	for	Bundles,	Eviction,	Vacancy	Events	

1.5	 Port	Recirculation	allows	Service	Chaining	for	Firewalls	or	
Load	Balancers	

Table 1.2 OpenFlow Version Support 
	
 
1.5 State of the Art  

SDN appears as an interesting concept of centralized management with southbound and 
northbound interfaces in order to orchestrate the overall solution. OpenFlow protocol 
becomes the most used southbound interface to connect the control and data planes.  

Several SDN networks have been deployed in large data centers, portals and 
cloud providers, which demonstrate that the technology already crossed the academic - 
commercial gap. According to Gartner survey, “By the end of 2016, more than 10,000 
enterprises worldwide will have deployed SDN in their networks, a tenfold increase 
from end-of-year 2014” [22]. The Figure below illustrates Gartner survey conducted in 
2014, presenting an idea of SDN maturity. 
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Figure 1.7 Gartner SDN Adoption – 2014 [22] 

 
With the SDN momentum in both industry and research fields, a lot of medium-big size 
operators and vendors decided to be involved in SDN networking. Particularly, ONF 
concentrates Deutsche TeleKom, Google, Facebook, Microsoft, among others.  

As a reference example, Google has already implemented lightweight OpenFlow 
switches, a cluster of OpenFlow controllers and SDN applications for managing its 
inter-DC WAN backbone. Main goals leading Google’s project are savings and 
efficiency. Google’s SDN solution includes [23]: 

 
• Custom data center Edge switches.  
• A cluster of OpenFlow controllers at each DC. 
• BGP and IS-IS between OpenFlow controllers.  
• Centralized traffic engineering application. 

 
Furthermore, Microsoft Azure also has an SDN deployment based on overlays. 
Implementing overlay technologies, based on GRE tunnels for providing compatibility 
with legacy networks. Microsoft implements NVGRE similar to VXLAN [24]. The idea 
comprises a vSwitch and an agent installed in each hypervisor in order to communicate 
with the Microsoft's SDN controllers. The virtual network VN agent sends flows 
onward to the vSwitch, creating millions of virtual networks. Users define their own 
network policies by the frontend Azure portal (management plane). The portal sends the 
configurations through the northbound API to the controllers in order to set up the 
virtual network [25].  

Ebay, also proposes an SDN implementation using Overlays, creating public 
cloud VN using VMware Nicira solution. A similar solution has been proposed by 
Rackspace in the reference [26].  
 
 

Enterprise	 SDN	Type	

Google	 Open	SDN	

Microsoft	Azure	 Overlays	

Ebay	 Overlays	

Rackspace	 Overlays	

Table 1.3 SDN Implementations [8] 
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As has been mentioned in section 1.4, OpenFlow appears as the most used SBI between 
the control and data plane. This protocol has been broadly adopted by both research and 
industry implementations. Actually, there are a lot of devices for testing the SDN 
concept.  

Hybrid Type switches, supporting OpenFlow protocol and traditional 
forwarding, present a route map for enterprise and carrier networks to progressively 
introduce SDN technologies, even in multi-vendor network environments.  

Moreover, the compatibility with legacy switches is necessary for a migration 
scenario, but a new concept comes with SDN networks, the “White-box switches”. 
Those eliminate vendor lock-in by delivering open hardware, which means an agnostic 
networking, making it easy for the final user to achieve operational and financial 
freedom through a disaggregated white box model. Pica8 white boxes is a representative 
example of this new concept [27].  
 
 
1.6 Commercial devices  
	
Software Defined Networking has gone beyond the proof of concept stage. Nowadays it 
is deployed in real environments, with representative use cases, as those described in the 
previous section. Research contributions, as well as private developments, have been 
growing exponentially, deriving in commercial equipment.  
 
 
1.6.1 SDN Controllers 

Developments from different vendors are currently available, Cisco with  Cisco Open 
SDN Controller [28] mainly based on ODL is one example. HP also has an early 
implementation controller, the HP VAN Controller [29], which presents an interesting 
HP SDN app store [30] that provides a simple way to download and install applications, 
both paid and free apps from the community. Moreover, commercial implementations 
are commonly based on previous open source projects, details are provided in section 
2.5.   

On the other hand, open source deployments, ODL and ONOS network 
operating systems, currently are the most used according to SDxCentral survey [31]. 
Next chapter presents an analysis of ODL and ONOS with performance evaluation in 
order to select one for further simulations.  

Last year ONF release an interesting project called Atrium 16A [32]. This 
integrates a set of open source components which combined form a complete SDN stack 
with extended functionalities for carrier environments, mainly routing at L3 capabilities. 

Atrium presents two options, based on ODL and ONOS. The development based 
on OpenDaylight, presents as main feature the implementation of a virtual router app 
with Quagga router suit [33], added in this release. This functionality is implemented 
for carrier’s environments in order to provide a BGP compatibility with legacy 
scenarios and intra-DC connectivity.  

Atrium looks to close the large integration gap of the elements in an SDN 
network. Three elements have been released and at the moment are in its testing 
version:  
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Atrium Router with OpenDaylight: The second release of Atrium router was 

built on OpenDaylight (ODL), controlling hardware OpenFlow switches and using 
Quagga as the BGP control plane protocol. 

Atrium Router with ONOS: scalability and stability improved of the Atrium 
Router on ONOS, and added experimental support for an IGP (OSPF or IS-IS), in 
addition to the existing support of BGP.  

Atrium Leaf-Spine Fabric: Presents a vertically integrated solution for a data-center 
leaf-spine fabric. This is the first time an L2/L3 Clos Fabric has been built in open-
source, on white-box hardware [34]. The Atrium Fabric is designed to scale up to 16 
racks. 

Examples of current commercial and open source SDN-enabled devices are 
listed in Table 1.8.   

 

 
Figure 1.8 Available OpenFlow Enabled Devices [23] 

 

 
1.6.2 SDN Switches 

In addition to controller developments that corresponds to the control layer, in an SDN 
architecture, there is also the virtual and hardware switches component, covering the 
data layer of the architecture.   

Currently, there are popular open and industry switches developments, in 
addition to those shown in Fig 1.8, Open vSwitch (OVS) from Nicira [35], VMware 
virtual switch - NSX [36], Cisco Nexus 1000V [37], and Indigo from Big Switch [38] 
are also examples of SDN-enabled switch implementations.  

Open vSwitch OVS was created by the team at Nicira, that was later acquired by 
VMware. Some functionalities of OVS are the support of NetFlow, sFlow, port 
mirroring, VLANs, among others. It differs from the commercial offerings from 
VMware and Cisco due to the fact that OVS do not have a native SDN Controller, like 
the Virtual Supervisor Manager-VSM in the Cisco 1000V or vCenter in the case of 
VMware’s distributed switch. The controller could be ONOS, ODL or any third party 
OpenFlow or OpenVSwitch Data Base Controller. 

As is described in section 1.4, OpenFlow appears as the most used southbound 
interface and therefore network equipment manufacturers, such as Cisco, HP, NEC, 
IBM, Juniper, and Extreme, have added OpenFlow support to some of their legacy  
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switches [8]. These switches compose the Hybrid Type of OpenFlow-Based devices and 
may operate in both legacy mode or OpenFlow mode.   

PICA8 is another commercial example of NOS and white box OpenFlow-
enabled vendor. The main feature of PICA8 is the software, although they are also 
white boxes vendor with preload Pica8 OS. Some details of Pica8 are listed in Fig 1.10, 
among other, the software is designed with L2/L3 capabilities, traditional VLANs, 
dynamic routing OSPF/BGP, ACL, and OpenFlow 1.4.  

The CrossFlow mode of PicaOS lets users run traditional Layer 2 and Layer 3 
protocols alongside OpenFlow, all on the same switch at the same time a true seamless 
migration to SDN [39] which corresponds to a hybrid switch type, supporting 
OpenFlow and legacy protocols.  

 
 

 
Figure 1.9 PicaOS Preloaded White Box Switches 

 
 
NoviFlow is also a good example of switches vendor with OpenFlow V1.3, 1.4, 1.5 
support in their devices. Noviflow design switches for carrier and Data Center 
environments. Some features that present Noviswitches [40] are capacity up to 240 
gigabits per second, up to 1 million wildcard match flow entries, up to 15 million exact 
match flow entries. 

IBM with the switch G8264 is also going for OpenFlow–enable switches. It has 
48 x 10 GbE SFP+ ports and 4 x 40 GbE QSFP+ ports. The switch runs in either of two 
modes, traditional L2/L3 mode or OpenFlow mode but not both at the same time [41].  

In OpenFlow mode, the switch supports up to 97,750 flows configured by a 
remote controller but also Static flow entries can be configured up to 750, but the 
remote controller cannot modify these entries. The G8264 supports two flow tables 
(OpenFlow 1.0 or 1.3) per switch instance, basic flow table, and emergency flow table.  

 

 
Figure 1.10 IBM OpenFlow switch G8264 [42] 
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Chapter 2  
 
2.1 Legacy Network Properties 

 
In order to create a frame of reference, common features used in a medium-size 
enterprise is analyzed based on a previous work implemented in a real scenario [43]. 
This study was done years ago to a private enterprise. The network infrastructure is 
composed of several data centers distributed along the country in a mesh topology. On 
the other hand, intra-DC connectivity illustrated in Fig. 2.1 presents the data center 
topology corresponding to a hierarchical structure, with well-defined access, 
distribution and core switches. The network corresponds to a multi-vendor 
implementation and the topology describes a distributed scenario. In order to manage 
the network, configurations at each device have to be performed.  
 
 

 
Figure 2.1 Legacy Intra - Data Center Topology 

  
A common Ethernet fat tree data center is depicted in Fig. 2.1. Local provider 
equipment (TVCable and Telconet) are connected to the Core device (Cisco 3560) in 
order to establish a private connectivity between data centers through private links. 
From the use case shown in Fig. 2.1 several common services and features required in 
legacy networks are also basic requirements for new DC scenarios.  

SDN networking as a solution for new DCs must be able to support features as, 
high availability, scalability and load balancing, offering high performance, reduced 
complexity and allowing faster deployments. 

 In addition, new paradigms appear concerning to the SDN architecture, like the 
single point of failure in a centralized environment. Some features listed in Table 2.1 
have been analyzed through simulations, in order to test SDN network performance.  
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Legacy Networks Features / Services 

Port Channel - LACP Link Aggregation 

Link Redundancy - RSTP High Availability 

Virtual Local Area Networks - VLANs Segmentation 

Hierarchical Model - Aggregation Layer Scalability 

DiffServ Architecture QoS 

Generic Routing Encapsulation - GRE Tunneling 

OSPF Dynamic Routing 

Route Map Source Routing 

STP - LAN/ OSPF (BW metric) - WAN Load Balancing 

Table 2.1 Legacy Network Features and Services 

 
On the other hand, inter-DC connectivity also requires similar network features, high 
availability, load balancing, scalability and advanced routing support. On Fig. 2.2 a 
basic WAN topology took from the use case [29] is implemented in order to explore the 
impact of above mentioned properties for inter-DC communication. The figure shows 
three DC locations, each one connected to the backbone of the network. Services as 
dynamic routing, traffic engineering, tunneling, are also used in the scenario.  

Solutions explored in the use case [29] make use of Overlay networks composed 
by GRE tunnels. As IGP, OSPF has been implemented with the overall network 
visibility at each device through the OSPF update messages going through the tunnels. 
The HA is provided by the redundancy at the backbone, based on bandwidth metrics 
assigned to each link.  

The presented scheme at the use case, does not represent the optimal use of 
resources due to the fact that the redundant link is not used all the time. Although, using 
a static routing in addition to the dynamic protocol, the redundant link could be used, 
configuring the routing table manually based on predefined policies. In small 
environments as the presented in the use case [29], using dynamic and static routing 
protocols results in a better solution for optimizing the use of resources. Nevertheless, 
the overall solution is not scalable due to the complexity of the network.  

Despite the networks configuration proposed in the mentioned study [29], fulfill 
the requirements inside the data center comparable to a TIER III specification, the 
overall solution result very expensive (CAPEX/OPEX). In addition, there is a provider 
dependency resulting in a fixed network and difficult to scale.  

The rapid expansion of new services also requires an open and more flexible 
network, characteristics that are not available in fixed legacy networks. New models 
like Infrastructure as a Services (IaaS) are in the focus of enterprises. The old model of 
enterprises purchasing dedicated network equipment from NEMs is just attractive for 
vendors, but not for clients that require a flexible network and fast deployments.      
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Figure 2.2 Inter-DC Topology 

 
This chapter analyzes the feasibility to implement legacy network features over an SDN 
network. Some legacy features and services described in Table 2.1 have been 
implemented in a simulation environment to test the overall performance of SDN 
networks.  

 
 

2.2 Data Center Properties  

Nowadays, new Data Centers features as virtualization present important challenges to 
traditional networks. A new network architecture is required to cover this new challenge 
as fast deployments and reduced complexity for a better scalability.  

As we know, virtual machines are created, moved and deleted in a fast way, a 
process that may take just a few minutes, instead of days that would take deploy a 
traditional network.  

With new networking paradigms as Network Virtualization NV, which means 
virtualization of network hardware, Network Functions Virtualization NFV 
corresponding to the virtualization of network functions as address translation, load 
balancers or even firewalls, and at the end the Software Defined Network SDN which 
controls the entire environment, a fully virtualized infrastructure will be achieved to 
provide NaaS environments.  

From a general perspective, network features as resiliency, high availability, 
load balancing, scalability are described below with constraints and issues from legacy 
networks and how SDN solutions cope with these challenges.  
 
2.2.1 High Availability 

Some HA solutions are available in legacy networks for data center, the use of STP 
protocol is one of them. It has been implemented in legacy networks to provide a certain 
grade of redundancy to the environment. Nowadays with the fast DC implementations 
(virtualization) and administration, the requirements of the supporting network below 
include a fast deployment, high throughput, and programmability. Some drawbacks of 
the STP solution for HA as the recovery latency, the number of packet losses and the  
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overall resiliency of the network represents a non-viable solution for new data centers 
scenarios. 

It is important to take into account that designing an HA network is more than 
just adding redundancy. In the SDN architecture, the centralized logic control provides 
a view of the whole network allowing it to make decisions predictably and optimally 
based on the known topology.  Furthermore, the controller as the brain of the system 
controls the individual forwarding tables of each device, which means a direct control 
over routing and forwarding decisions [8].  

An important aspect of HA networking property is the path selection. In this 
sense, SDN provides added features compared to the traditional mechanism as the 
shortest path used by IGPs as OSPF or IS-IS. From a general point of view, traditional 
path selection uses the shortest path based on the number of hops. In contrast, the SDN 
optimal path selection is done for each flow and takes into account more parameters 
than the traditional shortest path, for example, the link occupancy for making the 
decision of an optimal path Fig 2.3. 

  
 

 
Figure 2.3 SDN Optimum path selection 

 
An optimal path selection is illustrated in Fig. 2.3, at the bottom, takes into account the 
congestion of the links. The data traffic at each link is an important parameter for an 
optimal path selection, and also contributes to the load balancing across the network. In 
contrast, legacy shortest path selection just takes into account the dimension of the path 
(number of hops), at the top of Fig. 2.3.   

In order to provide an HA to the network, the topology shown in Fig. 2.4 is used 
as a simple example.  

The topology provides a framework to test aspects as speed, efficiency, and 
reliability in SDN networks, as a solution for new DC requirements. The topology also 
allows the implementation of other network properties inside the data center as load 
balancing feature, reviewed in the next section.  

As is shown in the Fig. 2.3 a full mesh structure is included in the topology, with 
multiple channels to provide alternate paths for communication in case of failures.  

Besides the ability of the system to adapt to a failure in an efficient way when 
the failure has been solved, provides the required resiliency for new Data Centers. The 
test is focused in analyze if the SDN architecture is an applicable system that optimizes 
the resources and makes the network resistant to any kind of failure, based on a 
configuration that takes the shortest path algorithm for providing a HA environment. 

For the simulation in the next chapter, a random availability for each link is 
supposed, setting the cost of the links to 1. An optimal implementation should take into 
account  
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that each link has a certain probability of being available and must be configured based 
on this parameter.  
 
 

 
Figure 2.4 Proposed Topology – Simple Environment [8] 

 
Comparing the proposed topology Fig. 2.3 with a typical one shown in Fig 2.1, it can be 
found in the typical one a hierarchical topology with a distributed control that makes the 
network recovery slow and lack of load balancing. The proposed topology on the other 
side, handled by an SDN controller reacts in an efficient way and provides a faster link 
recovery time as has been shown in the next chapter. 

Besides the data plane HA, there is the control plane where a centralized SDN 
architecture represents a big problem. As the brain of the network is the controller, it is 
in charge of the overall orchestration of the elements. In that sense, the controller plays 
a critical role and must guarantee the HA of the overall system. Independent of the 
controller (OD, ONOS, RYU, etc) every SDN solution requires some resiliency level 
and HA at the control plane.  

In section 2.2.3, some solutions to cover the HA at data plane has been 
described, such as clustering, teaming or hierarchical models that provide a constant 
controller availability. Due to this feature is interrelated with the scalability, the analysis 
of control plane HA has been done later in this work.   
  
 
2.2.2 Load Balancing  

In legacy networks, to implement an L2 LB the STP protocol could also be used. The 
relation cost-benefit of STP result proper for implement LB in traditional data centers. 
With new data center requirements, this solution results useless.  

As well as in HA, the LB of an SDN network is based on the optimal path 
selection. As the traffic data in each link is known by the SDN controller as well as the 
overall network topology, the path selection for each individual flow is done taking into 
account not only the number of hops but also the traffic occupation, which means an 
optimal LB implementation between different flows intents. Some implementations of 
OpenFlow-based load balancers [44] demonstrate effective load-balancing systems 
taking into account the network congestion and in advance server congestion providing 
a customized flow routing for data center optimizations. Furthermore, at control layer 
load balancing also represent a challenge for SDN architecture, but current 
implementations [45] shows multi instance environments as a possible solution.  
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By this moment, controllers do not present a mature internal load balancer app, 

instead, some works are testing applications for manage external load balancers [46]. 
Another mechanism to implement a load balancer is based on SFC [47], but also refers 
to experimental phase. Nevertheless, those solutions are proposed by the development 
community and are not included in the official platform. 
As an example, from the HA point of view, with the reactive forwarding active on 
ONOS or ODL controllers, by default the link costs are set to 1. The metric that the 
shortest path algorithm uses to install the end to end path in the switch flow tables, uses 
the number of hops, so the link cost in each link is set to 1 and the Load Balancing 
could not be implemented having just the number of hops as a metric. Furthermore, the 
link bandwidth and the occupation of the link should be included as metrics for a LB 
implementation.  

An implementation of LB based on extended Dijkstra’s algorithm which not 
only uses the number of hops, but also the link occupation is demonstrated in the 
reference but is not yet included as a production feature  [48]. 

Actually, to implement Load Balancing in real DC SDN network is not a direct 
app but an additional subsystem, with ONOS controller, a stable solution is the use of 
policy–based directives called “Intents”.  

The Intent Framework is a subsystem that allows the user or programed 
application to specify a deterministic network behavior in form of policy (policy-based). 
This policy-based directive allows a high level of granularity for control the packet 
flows. This configuration means a static setting up, that at the end, results in a problem 
for a good scalability. Nevertheless, the idea is to be used for a further development 
applicable to any environment.  

On the other hand, there are specific requirements for LB at the control layer. 
This constraint is directly related to the scalability of the system, which constitutes a 
great issue in SDN architecture. Some approaches have been done as distributed designs 
where the workload is shared between the different instances that compose the cluster. 
More details of distributed approach are reviewed in the next section and in Chapter 3.  

 
 

2.2.3 Scalability 

SDN architecture appears as a solution for the traditional network limitations. In SDN 
the control plane is focused on a centralized solution, where a single control entity has a 
global view of the network.  However, the paradigm of a centralized control logic 
results in scalability issues. Abstracting the lower levels functionalities (data plane) 
allows the management of a network through the control plane (controller). This means, 
that the SDN controllers must have enough processing power to deal with the high 
amount of flows (RF more than PF) and also be aware of the number of devices that 
they can handle, fixed capacity.  

Some mechanisms are developed in order to solve the SDN architecture 
scalability problems. The controller role change mechanism is an example. This one 
enables an OpenFlow (from V1.2) switch to maintain a connection, at the same time, 
with multiple controllers in parallel. Each controller then, has to be designed with a 
specific role master, equal, or slave [2]. 

The controller role change mechanism corresponds to a Distributed Flat Control 
Design Fig 2.5 (b) with consistency and synchronization constraints. In order to cope 
with this issue, the controller communicates with the rest of controllers (synchronization 
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messages) through a controller to controller channel to exchange needed state 
information. In distributed designs, each controller has a global view of the whole 
network. 

In addition to the Flat Distributed control design, a controller hierarchical design 
(not well defined in OpenFlow specifications) and hybrid design could be implemented 
from a topology point of view. 

 
 

               
(a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 2.5  (a) Centralized - Single Control Design [2],  (b) Distributed - Flat Control Design [15] 

 
As it was mentioned above the Distributed design comes with some issues that the 
different controller implementations like ODL or ONOS, the two-open source more 
used controllers, have to deal with. For example, the reception of the updates between 
the controllers is not guaranteed. In addition, if a controller loss the connectivity to the 
cluster and just before receiving a topology event, this update will not be broadcasted to 
the cluster. In this case, the topology will not be correctly updated.  

An anti-entropy mechanism implemented in some controllers helps with the 
non-updated controllers. This mechanism works at a fixed interval, usually 3-5 seconds, 
a controller randomly picks another controller and they both synchronize their 
respective topology views [49].  

On the other hand, limitation in legacy networks like MAC tables size and 
VLANs number, in SDN architecture are more suited for a scalable provisioning. 
Initially, OpenFlow v1.0 has been designed to implement the flows entries in just one 
table. Latest OpenFlow versions, introduce a group table mechanism which enables 
multiple flow tables. In addition, some solutions using tunnel encapsulations are also 
available in new OF versions.  

Both solutions, distributed controller architecture, and multiple flow tables are 
proposed to mitigate the scalability issues of SDN networks. Moreover, the distributed 
controller architecture provides a fault tolerant environment due to dismissing the only 
point of failure at the data plane with just one controller.  

In addition, a Load Balancing between the controllers is achieved with this type 
of design.     
 
 
2.2.4 Virtual Private LAN Service  

In addition to the network features reviewed above, a relevant service inside current and 
new DCs infrastructures correspond to VPN services. In that sense, Virtual Private LAN 
Service (VPLS) a type of layer 2 virtual private network L2VPN, emulates LAN 
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networks across WAN environments. Some current uses of VPLS are for inter-DC 
connections in the same layer 3 networks.  Furthermore, it is used for point to point and 
multipoint connectivity.  
As VPLS correspond to a LAN services, the same scalability challenges arise. 
Nevertheless, VPLS could be implemented at the core of the network with scalability 
constraints, when the number of branches is high, or it could be implemented with an 
MPLS core helping with scalability issues.   
Diagram in Fig.2.6 illustrates a VPLS reference model where the provider edge router 
(PE) gives a logical interconnection, such that the customer edge devices (CE) belongs 
to a specific VPLS and appear to be on a single Ethernet bridge.  Each VPLS located at 
the CEs can contain a single VLAN or multiple tagged VLANs [50].  

 VPLS is a relevant service to test in an SDN environment, analyzing the 
overall support and compatibility with OpenFlow devices.  
 

 
Figure 2.6 VPLS Reference Model [50] 

 
 
2.3 Forwarding Mechanisms  

In SDN networks, depending on the controller (OpenFlow-based), some operational 
modes can be configured. Basically, OpenFlow defines two forwarding mechanisms, 
Reactive and Proactive. Furthermore, a hybrid operational mode can also be 
implemented.  
 
 
2.3.1 Reactive Forwarding 

RF mechanism is used to install flow entries into the network switches, defining flow 
rules in L2 switches in anticipation of traffic and constructing end-to-end paths. 

In this operational mode, when a new packet arrives at a switch, it makes a 
lookup in its flow tables. If the match is not found, it sends to the controller to delegate 
the decision to handle the packet. After the controller processing the packet, it defines a 
flow entry that is sent to the switches.  

The entries are installed on-demand after a sender starts transmitting the first 
packets. These flow entries have a defined expiration time for unused paths, passed this 
time the flow entries are removed from the switches. As an example, ONOS uses the 
Reactive Forwarding App (org.onosproject.fwd) for instantiating the reactive 
forwarding operational mode.  

Most of the SDN Controllers comes by default with Reactive forwarding 
enabled. For example, ONOS controller performs an LLDP to learn the links in the 
topology and computes the path between the hosts using the RF mechanism. With 
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reactive forwarding app enabled, the shortest path computation is done based on the  
 
discovered topology, in which Dijkstra algorithms are used for shortest path 

computation.  
The reactive behavior allows a more efficient use of memory (MAC table) at the 

cost of a reestablishing path later, which means latency constraints. In contrast, the 
proactive instantiation requires less time for forwarding due to it has an already installed 
flow entry.  

 
Figure 2.7 Reactive Forwarding Mechanism [51] 

 
 
The process of the packet in RF begins at the OpenFlow enabled switch, which receives 
the first packet and attaches it to an OpenFlow message OFPT_PACKET_IN and sends 
it to the SDN controller in order to check the route. The controller computes the shortest 
path to the destination (MAC address header) based on the number of hops, link 
bandwidth, and delay. Once the controller computes the end to end path, it sends the 
forwarding actions to the involved switches into an OFPT_PACKET_OUT.  

Subsequent packets will use the end to end already established path, without 
consulting the SDN controller. After a timeout, in reactive forwarding, unused entries 
are excluded from the flow table [51], while in proactive forwarding the flow entry 
remains until a physical change in the path is produced.   

 
 

2.3.2 Proactive Forwarding 

Refers to installing the flow entries proactively, which means before a sender starts the 
transmission. Unlikely Reactive forwarding, Proactive instantiation maintains the flow 
entries in the switches (flow tables) and maintains indefinitely until there is a physical 
change in the path. For example, ONOS implements the Intent Forwarding app, a kind 
of proactive forwarding. ODL also provides a proactive forwarding framework called 
“proactive-flood-mode”.  

 

2.4 Available SDN controllers review   

Nowadays, there is a great collection not only of OpenFlow-based devices but also 
controllers and applications. From a practical point of view, a lot of software controller 
solutions are available for research and for a commercial usage. Nevertheless, 
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representative use cases are quite scarce. It is clear that SDN is real and no longer just 
academic, as far as the great number of available commercial devices, although the 
implementations are not fully-SDN networks but partially or using overlays.  

In this section, mainly controllers will be analyzed in order to establish a 
possible open source solution for a migration scenario. The preeminent open source 
controller solution ODL and the emerging open source ONOS controller will be 
compared in order to simulate migration of legacy network properties to an SDN 
environment.   
 
2.4.1 Open source SDN Controllers 

The idea is to analyze the supported protocols and capabilities of different open source 
SDN controllers, implementations that are currently available for development and 
operation. Although there are a great number of commercial controller developments, 
some of them are just adaptations of open source developments mainly from the ODL 
Controller. Commercial solutions as XNC Cisco and HPE SDN controller are in fact 
based on ODL. In addition, Floodlight has been also used as starting point for 
commercial developments like Big Network Controller from Big Switch Networks [24].  

Some of the more important open source controller projects are shown in Table 
2.2. The target user of all of them includes operators, development, and research. An 
important comment from Table 2.2, is related to Beacon as an influent controller. 
Implementations as Floodlight and ODL have been influenced by the Beacon project 
[8].  
 

Name Source Lenguage Target User 
Opendaylight Opendaylight Java Operators, Development, 

Research 
ONOS ON.Lab Java Operators, Development, 

Research 
NOX ICSI C++ Operators, Research 
POX ICSI Python Research 
Beacon Stanford 

University 
Java Research 

Floodlight Big Switch 
Networks 

Java Operators, Development, 
Research 

Ryu NTT 
Communications 

Python Operators, Development, 
Research 

Table 2.2 Current Open Source Controllers [8] 
 
 
SDxCentral [52], an organization sponsored by companies leading the SDx and NV 
market as Arista, Brocade, Juniper, Linux Foundations, Netcracker, VMware, Nuage 
Networks, among others, deliver news, research, and analysis on software defined 
infrastructure markets. SDxCentral also provides free reports focuses on hardware and 
software resources related with SDN adoption and use cases. From the report “The 
Future of Network Virtualization and SDN Controllers”, released in 2016, the most 
deployed SDN controller solutions according to the SDN Central Survey, allocate ODL 
as the more deployed controller in commercial scenarios.  

Companies like Orange, China Mobile, AT&T, T-Mobile, Comcast, KT 
Corporation, Telefonica, TeliaSonera, China Telecom, Deutsche Telekom, and Globe 
Telecom have deployments based on ODL [31]. Furthermore, from the Fig 2.8, SDN 
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Central Survey shows that ONOS is clearly not widely adopted as ODL, but it has been 
gaining momentum around service providers in a short period of time. 
 
 ONOS is allocated in the third position of most deployed open source SDN controllers 
and in second with the version of OPNFV [53] based on ONOS. Characteristics such as 
fast roll out services, reduction of complexity, network visibility, scalability (tested in 
the next Chapter), all oriented to carrier’s market, makes ONOS an interesting solution 
for evaluating. Current commercial controller developments also include Huawei in the 
ONOS project [54] with real implementation scenarios.   

 

 
Figure 2.8  NV/SDN deployed solutions [31] 

 
2.4.2 ONOS and ODL 

ONOS is an open source SDN NOS intended to cover needs of service providers and 
help in the transition to a real SDN network. This NOS present functions for scalability, 
high availability, and abstraction that makes easy to develop new applications and 
network services due to its modular structure. Another interesting approach of this 
controller is a well-established community with several proposals, support for the active 
modules and vendor collaboration.  

As is shown in Fig 2.8, ONOS project is the main competitor of ODL. Although 
ONOS and ODL are supported by some common vendors and service providers such as 
Cisco, Ericsson, Huawei, Intel, NEC, AT&T, Alcatel Lucent and also the Linux 
Foundation support both.  
 

ONOS 

Intended For Southbound Protocols Programming 
Language Customers 

Intra - Datacenter, WAN, 
Transport Network, Telecom 

Infrastructures 

OpenFlow, OVSDB, 
BGP, NETCONF Java Huawei, Internet2, 

GEANT[55], FIU 

Table 2.3  ONOS Controller description [31] 
 
 
ODL is the NOS leading the open source platform for programmable, software-defined 
networks as has been shown in Fig 2.8. ODL is a modular and multiprotocol controller 
for SDN deployments on multi-vendor networks, mainly directed by its sponsors. 
Currently is sponsored by Cisco, Brocade, Ericsson, Citrix, Intel, HP, Dell, Huawei, 
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Red Hat, among others.  
To date, ODL developers have formed 92 projects to address ways to extend 

network functionality according to the ODL spectrometer [56] most of them oriented to 
support legacy network features.  

The last version of ODL at the time of this writing is Boron, released in April 
2017, which also includes DLUX, a web interface for manage the network. The solution 
is demanded for cloud service providers, government, education, business and general 
enterprise.  
 
 

ODL 

Intended For Southbound 
Protocols 

Programming 
Language Customers 

Intra - Datacenter, 
Inter-Data, WAN 

OpenFlow, 
OVSDB, BGP, 

NETconf 
Java 

University of Luxembourg, 
Cornell University, Packet 

Design, Brocade Vyatta 

Table 2.4 ODL Controller Description [31] 
 
 
2.5 Controllers Performance - ONOS vs ODL  

A simple environment with 1 Virtual OpenFlow switch and 1000 MACs has been tested 
in order to check the overall throughput of ONOS and ODL controllers. The 
environment components have been described in Appendix A.  
 The results are presented in Fig 2.9 with a 95% confidence that the mean is 
maintained for ONOS within 201736 flows/s - 226793 flows/s and for ODL within 
79838 flows/s - 109887 flows/s.  
   

 

  
Figure 2.9 ONOS / ODL Throughput Evaluation – 95% CI 

 

 
It is clear that ONOS outperforms ODL with a considerable difference 119402 flows/s 
based on the average values for the test with only 1 switch.  The results show that 
ONOS double the capacity of ODL controller under the same virtual scenario. In 
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addition, based on the standard deviation, ONOS presents a better stability handling the 
flows than ODL, Appendix A.   

A further comparison between ONOS and ODL could be done analyzing the 
amount of code and number of contributors in order to have an idea of the current 
activity for each project. In that sense, BlackDuck - Open Hub [57] present statistics of 
open source projects such as ONOS and ODL.  

The statistics presented in Tables 2.5 and 2.6 corresponds to the preceding 
months of this work (March 2016 – February 2017). Despite ODL has much more 
contributors and lines of code, ONOS is in the SDN industry just for a few years.   

 
 

  
Table 2.5 ONOS Contribution Statistics [58] 

 

 

Table 2.6 ODL Contribution Statistics [59] 

 
Based on the Throughput Evaluation (Fig 2.9), the continuous growing of the Project 
Activity (Table 2.5) and applications available, ONOS has been selected as the 
controller to test different environments in order to migrate legacy features.  

In addition, SDN architecture describes a new perspective for traditional 
network features, High Availability is present not only at Data Plane but also at the 
Control Plane, Load Balancing with a distributed controllers cluster and also Scalability 
of the controllers.   

The next chapter analyses these constraints, based on simulation scenarios, with 
a perspective of migration feasibility and coexistence between legacy and SDN 
networks.  
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Chapter 3  
 
3.1 Simulation of traditional network features over an SDN        
          architecture  

 
In this chapter, several simulations based on simple topologies are proposed. Different 
testing scenarios check the feasibility of common network features migration from 
legacy to an SDN environment. Features and services described in section 2.2 are 
analyzed from an enterprise point of view going through high availability, load balance, 
and scalability features. A brief study of network segmentation service is also proposed, 
analyzing the overall performance and available solutions for SDN networks.  
 ONOS controller shows a better performance, section 2.5, than ODL in the 
proposed virtual scenario, by this reason ONOS has been selected for all the 
simulations. In addition, different software tools have been deployed with the ONOS 
controller in different VMs. The well know Mininet [60], which allows to create 
a realistic virtual network. Furthermore, the software tool cbench [61] a benchmarking 
tool for test controller’s performance has been included.  
 In advance, the GSN3[62] network tool has also been used to simulate legacy 
network environments and compare results with SDN simulations.  
 
 
3.1.1 High Availability  

In order to study HA in an SDN environment, first of all, a simple simulation of legacy 
HA environment is analyzed in order to have a clear view of current problems and 
limitations and compare those with the proposed SDN HA solution.  

The overall analysis has been done for a simple DC scenario [29] were a 
hierarchical structure corresponding to a typical implementation. Redundant links 
provided at traditional topologies gives a kind of redundancy to the network, but HA is 
not just the addition of redundant links, the HA solution must provide a certain 
resiliency while optimizing resources.  

Parameters as recovery time, packet losses and network event response time has 
been compared with the SDN simulation described below in this section.  

In order to compare the recovery time needed to re-establish the connectivity in 
case of failures, the proposed legacy network topology has been shown in Fig 3.1. 
implements spanning tree protocol STP for high availability, and the proposed network 
topology with SDN architecture shown in Fig. 2.4, uses the reactive forwarding method 
to automatically set up high availability with the shortest path configuration.  

For the first case, legacy environment, the network simulator GNS3 [62] has 
been used. The environment includes: 
 

• 3 Legacy Switches (S1, S2, S3) 
• 2 Generic Switches (SW1, SW2) 
• 2 VirtualBox VM with Ubuntu (H1, H2) 
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Figure 3.1 GNS3 STP Simulation Topology 

 
The simulation scenario Fig. 3.1 includes the default VLAN 1, trunk ports between the 
switches S1, S2, S3 and access ports to the hosts H1 and H2.  

The spanning tree is configured to have the switch S1 as ROOT switch and S2 
and S3 as BRIDGE Switches. In that case, the port f0/0 is blocked (BLK) by STP 
protocol and the path from H1 to H2 corresponds to the shortest path H1-SW1-S1-S3-
SW2-H2. 

The STP process Fig 3.2, after a link failure (Shutdown ROOT port 0/1 – Switch 
S3) shows the blocking port process, the new ROOT port establishment port 0/0 as 
ROOT, the topology changes notice in charge of STP and finally, the learning and 
forwarding process at new ROOT port 0/0 in order to re-establish the connectivity.  
 

 
Figure 3.2 STP Process  

 
The link reestablishment process takes 30 seconds’ delay that occurs during the 
transition from blocking to forwarding mode to prevents a temporal loop condition in 
the network when switches are connected with redundancy. Furthermore, the overall 
time required to re-establish the connectivity is measured at the end points H1 and H2. 
It has been shown a total recovery time of 34 seconds with 33 packets losses Table 3.1.  
 
 

 
Figure 3.3 ICMP Recovery Time H1 to H2 
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At the end, for providing an operation of an autonomous device participating in a 
distributed decision-making process in order to provide high availability in legacy 
networks, results in a correct operation of transparent bridging at the expense of high 
converge latency and a possible arbitrary configuration that do not guarantee an 
efficient use of resources.  
 

Network Event Response Time Convergence Time Packet Losses 

34ms 34ms 33 packets 
Table 3.1 HA Legacy Network Test Results 

 
On the other hand, the previous chapter describes ONOS as the controller to implement 
in the simulation, as well as Mininet in order to have a virtual network environment. 
The last one acts as the data plane with abstracted networking and ONOS SDN 
controller plays as the control plane of the architecture. Above this two layers, the 
application layer describes services as topology discovery, Reactive Forwarding 
(org.onosproject.fwd), ACL and in the particular case of ONOS the “Intent based app” 
that allows to installing “intents” that helps with traffic engineering.  

For SDN simulation a simple topology at Fig. 3.4 is used. It offers high 
availability (alternate paths). As well as in traditional networks with STP, the shortest 
path route type is configured activating the Reactive Forwarding app in ONOS.  

Using MiniEdit [63] the topology is implemented and configured in the 
simulator. Furthermore, Fig 3.5 shows the test topology implemented in a virtual 
scenario and managed by the ONOS controller. 

 The topology is composed of six OpenFlow switches and a unique remote 
controller: 

 
• 6 OpenFlow Switches (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6) 
• 2 Hosts (H1 - 16:B8:E1:C6:A89C, H2 – 2A:A4:28:7F:A3:01) 
• 1 Remote Controller (ONOS) 

 

 
Figure 3.4 HA Simulated Topology 

 
All links are configured at 1Gbps and the controller has defined a custom cell [64] with 
basic functions enabled as drivers, onos-app-proxyarp and onos-app-fwd applications. 
The last one corresponds to the activation of the reactive path establishment mechanism. 
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As well as in traditional network simulation, two hosts, H1 and H2, are included to test 
the recovery time of the SDN network using ICMP packets from H1 to H2.  
 
Despite the Reactive Forwarding app is configured by default in the custom cell at 
ONOS fist configuration, flow tables at switches do not have any flow entry for hosts 
h1 and h2, this is due to the reactive forwarding methods. The RF mechanism needs a 
fist packet flow through the network, in order to the controller manage the incoming 
packet, computes the shortest path ant then install the flow entries in each switch of the 
corresponding path. 

Using the ONOS tool flow statistics there can be shown the end to end path that 
the traffic uses at real time through the topology viewer at GUI.  

In a first test, the traffic goes from H1 to H2 with the end to end shortest path 
H1-S5-S1-S4-S6-H2, Fig 3.5 green line. 

 
   

 
Figure 3.5 Network Topology GUI ONOS 

 
The installed flows are available while the traffic still flowing by the network, once the 
traffic stops, the timeout erases unused flows at switches, Reactive Forwarding-
property. This behavior means a correct use of flow tables, that guaranties high 
performance (number of flows) handles by OpenFlow switches, but at the expenses of 
more delays and processor consumption at each flow installation.     

For illustrate the flow tables, corresponding flows entries at switch S5 are 
described. Two flows entries are shown in Fig. 3.6. The first one with ID 
0X440000d83860c4, belonging to Table ID = 0, describes the traffic rule for packets 
from H2 (MAC 2A:A4:28:7F:A3:01) to H1 (MAC 16:B8:E1:C6:A8:9C) 
 

• IN_PORT:1 à Corresponding to the link S1-S5, shortest path selection 
• ETH_DST: 16:B8:E1:C6:A89C 
• ETH_SRC: 2A:A4:28:7F:A3:01 
• Treatment à OUTPUT:3 à Corresponding to H1  

 
The second flow entry with ID 0X440000d8386102, belongs to Table ID = 0, describes 
the traffic rule for packets from H1 (MAC 16:B8:E1:C6:A8:9C) to H2 (MAC 
2A:A4:28:7F:A3:01). The match traffic criteria to fall in this flow entry:  
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• IN_PORT:3 à Corresponding to the link H1-S5 
• ETH_DST: 2A:A4:28:7F:A3:01 
• ETH_SRC: 16:B8:E1:C6:A8:9C 

 
• Treatment à OUTPUT:1 à Corresponding to lnik S5-S1, the shortest path selection  

 
Figure 3.6 Flow Table - Switch S5 

 
The high availability evaluation is done simulating links failures, shutting down the 
links in Mininet and measuring the time that takes the network to recover the end to end 
connectivity from H1 to H2 with a simple ping traffic generation.  

To test the network event response (link failures), different links (S5-S1, S2-S4, 
S3-S6) are shut down. The resulting topology is shown in Fig. 3.7. As the flows entries 
are installed when traffic is active, a continuous ping is generated and the network 
performance and response to events are evaluated.   

The flows at each switch are installed according to the new topology with the 
first packet through the network. The previous entries are removed from the switches at 
the time out. As all the links have configured the same bandwidth, the resulting shortest 
path is H1-S5-S2-S3-S4-S6-H2, Fig. 3.7.  

It is important to comment that all the configurations required in traditional 
networks for implement STP or RSTP, in SDN networks and particularly with ONOS 
controller, with the reactive forwarding app active, all configurations are automatically 
performed.  

 
 

 
Figure 3.7 SDN ONOS Controller Event Response 
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In this simple test environment, some performance degradation is shown affecting the 
latency of some packets with one packet lost. This result is acceptable for new Data 
Centers scenarios, instead of non-acceptable latency times shown in legacy networks 
with STP (IEEE 802.1D specifies 15 seconds for listening and 15 seconds for learning).  
Figure 3.8 shows that SDN architecture responds faster in the case of failure or events 
in the network. It shows that High Availability is possible to implement with SDN and 
it presents a much better performance with less recovery and convergence time than 
legacy networks.  

The efficient use of resources is also guaranteed with SDN and the shortest path 
selection. IEEE 802.1D-2004 amendments corresponding to rapid spanning tree 
protocol (RSTP) improves the convergence latency time in traditional networks, but 
some devices do not support it.  
 
 

 
Figure 3.8 High Availability SDN - Legacy Networks 

 
It has been shown that the recovery time, packet losses and the overall network event 
response in SDN is much better than the achieved by legacy networks. Furthermore, if 
RSTP is used instead of STP in traditional networks, an optimal shortest path selection 
is not guaranteed due to metrics, which means a non-efficient use of resources.   
 
 
3.1.2 Load Balancing  

Using the same hierarchical topology depicted on Fig 3.1, the legacy network makes use 
of VLANs, Trunk ports, and Port Priority STP for implement L2 LB.  

The configuration is based on implement two or more root switches. Each root 
switch is in charge of a certain number of VLANs. The blocked links derivative of the 
root switch distribution, which is previously established according to the desired 
behavior. This scenario constitutes a policy – based static configuration.    

In a similar way, an SDN network handled by an ONOS controller allows the 
LB implementation using a policy – based configuration. The controller drives an 
Intents framework subsystem that allows a granular configuration. In this sense, the LB 
is statically configured. As has been shown in Fig 3.6 the Flow table of switch S5 is 
auto updated thanks to the reactive forwarding mechanism.  The flow entries for H1 to  
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H2 and H2 to H1, bidirectional traffic, have been automatically installed along all the 
end to end path. Those entries result in an efficient implementation against failures, but 
if the traffic in a  
 
link increases, a load balancing mechanism must be implemented for maintaining the 
overall network efficiency. An additional host H3 is added to the topology Fig 3.9 for 
test the LB environment.  
 

 
Figure 3.9  LB Simulated Topology 

 
The Intent forwarding method in ONOS controller is in fact response to a Proactive 
Forwarding mechanism, where the controller pre-establishes the end-to-end path to a 
certain match of incoming traffic.  

 Intent comes from the word intention as “state your intentions”, which is the 
analogy applied, in which an application state their intentions of conditioning the 
network through the use of policy-based directives. 

For configure the Intents in ONOS, the type of intent has to be defined. Two 
types of intents are available, ‘Host Intent’ for connectivity between hosts, and ‘Point 
Intent’ for fine grained control over network resources for routing control.  The LB 
implementation uses the second one. 

For the test, Fig 3.10 shows a 5 minutes evaluation between H2- H1 and H3 – 
H1. Each ping with a defined charge of 65000 bytes has a pre-established end to end 
path, previously configured with the Proactive Forwarding method based on ONOS 
Intents subsystem, Appendix B. 

 

 
Figure 3.10 LB Proactive Forwarding Paths  
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Table 3.2 shows the minimum, average and maximum time of response of the Proactive 
forwarding implementation. As is shown in Fig 3.11, the LB feature is enabled. The 
E2E connections H1-H2 goes through the path H1-S5-S2-S4-S6-H2 according to the 
policies installed in each switch. Besides, the resulting path for E2E connection for H1-
H3 goes through the path H1-S5-S1-S3-H3. In dark green is shown the shared link at 
H1-S5 and in light green are shown the different paths used for balance the charge.   
 
 

Proactive Forwarding  
RTT H2 - H1 H3 - H1 

Minimum 1,452ms 1,377ms 
Average 4,691ms 8,317ms 

Maximum 36,098ms 46,04ms 
Table 3.2  Proactive Forwarding 

 
On the other hand, if the LB is not implemented, the latency and the overall efficiency 
of the SDN network could be comprised when the links are not correctly sized 
according to a traffic analysis. A simulation of the same topology used for PF is used 
with RF and its auto flow entries installation process. The minimum, average and 
maximum time of response latency times is analyzed for each connection. 
  
 

 
Figure 3.11  Reactive Forwarding Implementation without LB 

 
Figure 3.11 shows the result of an SDN network without L2 LB implemented with RF. 
The path for both connections H1-H2 and H1-H3 are shared in the section S5-S2-S3 in 
dark green color. It is shown that the data rate in this shared section corresponds to both 
connections, 1.12Mbp. In light green, the rest of the path for each connection shows its 
particular data rate 520 Kbps for H3 (10.0.0.50) and 623Kbps for H2 (10.0.200). The 
resulting latency times are described below in Table 3.3.  

With the ONOS controller and the Reactive Forwarding application enabled, the 
average RTT for H2-H1 is 9,128ms and H3-H1 7,439ms with a ping packet of size 
65000 bytes.  
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Reactive Forwarding 
RTT H2 - H1 H3 - H1 

Minimum 1,543ms 1,379ms 
Average 9,128ms 7,439ms 

Maximum 90,098ms 113,131ms 
Table 3.3 Reactive Forwarding 

 
Finally, Table 3.4 shows a comparison between both forwarding methods, PF with LB 
intents based and RF without LB auto flow entries installation. Both mechanisms are 
tested with the same topology, simulation environment and observation time.  
 
 

 
Figure 3.12 PF LB Enabled and RF LB Disabled 

 
The Figure 3.12 shows latency times during a ping test with 65000 bytes of size. For a 
trace from H3 to H1, RF without LB presents an average RTT of 9,128ms while the PF 
with LB has an average RTT of 4,691ms. The path that both methods follow is the same 
with an equal number of hops (H3-S3-S2-S5-H1 for RF and H3-S3-S1-S5-H1 for PF) 
but in the RF, case the path S5-S2-S3 correspond to shared segments. This behavior of 
RF does not guarantee an optimal shortest path computation, it means do not take into 
account the link occupation as a metric to compute the path, as was indented 
theoretically in SDN networks.   

It is clear that due to the LB the performance is better for PF, almost two times 
faster than RF, which means a great difference. Although, the average RTT presented in 
PF 8,317ms for the connection H2-H1 is highest than RF 7,439ms. The difference, in 
this case, is not that high that in the previous one, which means that the performance 
could be assumed as equal for this second path. 
 In addition, the maximum RTT of both connections H2-H1 and H3-H1 are 
highest with the reactive forwarding method since the process of the Reactive 
Forwarding includes more actions than the Proactive Forwarding. It has been described 
in section 2.3.1 that the RF process includes, with the first packet, extra actions like the 
OFPT_PACKET_IN and OUT in order to install the flow entries in the switches.  
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An open issue in the PF method is the scalability due to the number of intents that must 
be configured (bidirectional) in order to implement HA. It is true that using the GUI 
web console the intents are easy implemented, but there is no specification the 
maximum number of intents that the controller support.  

 At the end, both network properties HA and LB could be implemented with RF 
or PF but with the performance constraints shown in this section.   

 
 
3.1.3 Scalability  

In order to analyze the scalability of SDN networks, the multi instance functionality of 
ONOS is implemented in the simulation environment. This functionality Fig 3.13 refers 
to a cluster-based implementation. The figure shows some server instances with a 
distributed core and an intrinsic controller to controller channel.   

The cluster is represented by a group of servers that coordinates with each other 
to provide scalability to the system, sharing the workload between the elements of the 
cluster, load balancing at control plane.  

Furthermore, the multi-instance functionality corresponds to a Distributed Flat 
Control Design described in section 2.2.3. With a distributed design the overall system 
can process higher amounts of load (devices) than a Centralized - Single Control 
Design, and also scale the processing capacity for a high number of requests. In addition 
to the scalability, the distributed design also provides fault tolerance and resilience to 
the system at the control layer (controller), in addition to the HA provided by the 
Reactive Forwarding and optimal shortest path computation at data layer.  

   

 
Figure 3.13 Multi Instance ONOS Architecture [8]  

 
At the data plane, OpenFlow V1.2 specifications [49] define three roles that a device 
can take with respect to the controller or node in the cluster. ONOS adapt its multi-
instance functionality through a mastership subsystem to the OpenFlow specifications 
[65]: 
 

• Equal: The node may or may not have knowledge of the device, and cannot 
interact with it. 

• Slave: The node has knowledge of the device, and can read the state of, but not 
manage the device. 

• Master: the node has knowledge of the device, and has full control of the device.  
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For the scalability implementation, a simple topology is proposed in Fig. 3.14. The 
environment is composed of 11 switches, 2 ONOS controllers (VMs) and some apps to 
manage the environment RF app, Master Election app (ME) and Mastership Load 
Balancer app (MLB). The RF has been activated at ONOS for the automatic path 
establishment, with delay constraints reviewed in the previous section. The MLB app, 
which runs in background, is intended to monitoring the switches distribution along the 
servers that compose the cluster. In addition, the ME app is in charge of assigns the 
master role to each switch, in the case of an event.  

Figure 3.14 illustrates the simulation environment. An automatic distribution of 
the workload among the controllers has been performed. This configuration, as was 
mentioned at section 2.2.2 corresponds to a proposal to provide LB and Scalability to 
the system.   
 The Controller 1 (192.168.1.1) is in charge of 5 OpenFlow switches and the 
Controller 2 (192.168.1.2) manage 6 switches. The balance of charge (control plane) is 
done by the MLB application dynamically. It represents a suitable solution for 
scalability which is one of the most important problems related to SDN architecture and 
also provides a solution for the single point of failure proper to the centralized SDN 
architecture.   

 

    
Figure 3.14 Scalability Topology - Multi Instance Controller 

 
With FWD, ME, MLB apps enabled, the milti-instance implementation allows to handle 
a great number of switches and host, which means a possible solution for SDN 
Scalability. 

The devices are balanced and distributed along the Cluster. The simulation has 
been done with different VM using VirtualBox, Appendix C. 

As new elements have been added in the architecture for supporting a 
Distributed Control (mastership subsystem, synchronization channel) the overall 
performance of the system could be affected.  

Besides the capability of the design to support a scalable environment, the result 
is a tradeoff between scalability and performance.  Using the cbench [61] software, a 
benchmarking tool for controllers, the throughput of the controllers is measured based 
on the total number of flow requests sent by switches to the controller. As a point of 
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reference, the throughput of a Single instance (1 controller) is evaluated for later 
compared the performance with the multi-instances solution.  

There have been tested 1, 4, 8, 10, 16, 32 and 64 switches. The different 
throughput results shown in Fig 3.15, are based on an average of ten probes for each 
switch number and 100 MACs per switch.  

    
 

 
Figure 3.15 ONOS - Throughput - Single Instance 

 
Each simulation has been included within 95% of confidence that the mean value is 
within the CI. There have been tested 2 ONOS controllers implemented as a cluster 
(multi-instance) with 1, 4, 8, 10, 16, 32 and 64 switches with 100 of MACs per switch.  

The multi-instance results are shown in Fig 3.16 and are compared with the 
previous results obtained with a single controller scenario.  

It is clear that the throughput presented by a single instance is better than the 
multi-instance environment on every test. There can be estimated a performance 
degradation range of 1% to 21% depending on the number of switches tested.  

Taking into account that the test has been done over VMs with poor 
performance, the overall difference in a real scenario could result higher, depending on 
the number of instances installed in the cluster. In this test, just 64 switches have been 
tested with only 100 MACs per switch. Nevertheless, in a real scenario of a carrier 
grade network, the number of switches and devices are much greater.        

It is also important to take into account that the synchronization process 
increases the CPU consumption and result in a considerable degradation of the system 
performance. With the virtualization of the controller, this could result in a minor 
problem due to the virtualization resources disaggregation concept in new data centers 
[66].  

The performance degradation is proportional to the number of devices 
composing the cluster. In that sense, result interesting test this solution in a real 
environment with real traffic to verify if the scalability solution is feasible for carrier 
environments with a great number of open switch devices.   

At the end, the multi-instance scalability solution entails a degradation in the 
performance of the system. Nevertheless, aspects as LB and HA at control plane are 
also covered in multi-instance solution.  
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 The overall performance is a trade-off between scalability and throughput, that at the 
end stills represent a challenge to carrier’s grade topologies. Nevertheless, the overall 
complexity of the system is reduced with an auto configuration modules for distributing 
the charge along the cluster instances.           

 

 
Figure 3.16  Single / Multi Instances - Throughput 

 
 
3.1.4 Virtual Private LAN Service VPLS – Use Case 

By default, the ONOS project implements a VPLS application that allows the 
provisioning of multi-point broadcast L2 circuits between multiple end points in an 
OpenFlow networks. In order to join logically several individual LANs to function as a 
single LAN, VPLS incorporates functions as MAC address learning, flooding, and 
forwarding functions in the context of pseudowires that connect these individual LANs 
across the network [50]. 
 

 
Figure 3.17  VPLS Pseudowires - Point to Multipoint (Green Path) / Point to Point (Red Path) [67] 

 

Previous Figure analyzes a use case, nevertheless VPLS app is still in a test phase, a 
stable development will be available for production in following ONOS releases. Based 
on ONOS documentation, there has been defined several steps to establish the VPLS 
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pseudowires. First, a VPLS needs to be defined, this could be done through the ONOS 
CLI. Later the corresponding interfaces have to be configured and associated to a 
certain VPLS and finally, the hosts participating to the same VPLS can send in packets 
tagged with the same VLAN IDs, different VLAN ID or non-VLAN IDs at all. 
 In order to configure the SDN environment, the VPLS application must be 
included in the cell configuration (org.onosproject.vpls) for an automatic start, an 
example of this kind of configuration is shown in  Appendix C. 

Due to the test phase of the VPLS app, just an analysis of the procedure has been 
presented in this section instead of a simulation. Some enablers apps are needed in order 
to support the VPLS function. The main is the Intents Framework of ONOS an 
approach of PF.  

VLPS uses the Intents subsystem to install broadcast and unicast flow entries in 
the switches [67]: 
 
Single-Point to Multi-Point intents: according to the simple example topology at Fig. 
3.17 the required flow entries to install in order to configure a broadcast connectivity 
between the green path elements are shown in Fig. 3.18 (a). The installed flows follow 
the optimal path based on the optimal shortest path algorithm. If the host or edge 
devices are in a different VLAN as in the showed case, the intent framework 
automatically performs the VLAN ID translation. N edge ports associated to the same 
VPLS corresponds to N Single – Point to Multi-Point intents installations. The 
corresponding installed flows are: 

 
§ SR1 à 2 DST1(purple line), broadcast traffic 
§ SR2 à 2 DST2 (pink line), broadcast traffic 
§ SR3 à 2 DST3 (orange line), broadcast traffic 

 
 

Multi-Point to Single-Point intents: in the same way, at the Fig 3.18 (b) the required 
flow entries to install at switches and provide a unicast traffic between the elements of 
the green path are shown below. N edge ports associated to the same VPLS corresponds 
to N Multi-Point to Single – Point intents installations.   
 

§ 2 SR1 à 1 DST1(purple line), unicast traffic 
§ 2 SR2 à 1 DST2 (pink line), unicast traffic 
§ 2 SR3 à 1 DST3 (orange line), unicast traffic 

 

            
(a)                                                                                           (b) 

Figure 3.18 (a) Single-Point to Multi-Point, Broadcast Traffic, (b) Multi-Point Single-Point, Unicast Traffic [30] 
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The VPLS function is in charge of automatically install the related intents for each 
configured VPLS. In the use case at Fig 3.17, in order to provide two different 
pseudowires green and red paths, two VPLS labels has to be configured.  

Depending on the DC size or even the WAN size (number of branches) for an 
L2VPN environment, the overall required installations could represent a challenge to a 
proper scalability due to the high number of required intents. In that sense, the HA and 
scalability solution presented in the distributed approach off multi – instance controllers 
at control layer, should also take into account the synchronization of the intents. This 
last one is the reason to do not simulate the overall VPLS environment in this section, 
due to a non-stable replication of flows installations by intents, between controllers.  

The VPLS solution could solve the actual scalability problems of VLANs which 
has a limited number of 4096, which is not a new solution, but the future ONOS release 
will offer a stable support for this service.  
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Chapter 4 	
4.1 Coexistence of Legacy and SDN Networks 

In contrast with the scenarios in the last chapter, the analysis of the coexistence legacy 
networks and SDN networks has been done from a carrier perspective. At the DC, 
configurations are performed at L2, providing a LAN environment. Connectivity in a 
WAN environment could also be implemented at L2, interconnecting different branch 
offices with VPLS. 

On the other hand, to provide the same WAN scenario at L3 some proposals for 
SDN networks are currently in production. Mainly the proposals are based on Quagga 
routing suite [68].  

An example, Router-Flow proposal is composed of an OpenFlow controller 
application and an independent RouteFlow server that manages a virtual network 
environment to interconnect virtualized IP routing engines [69], Fig 4.1.  

In the same direction, Quagga software demonstrates interoperability between 
Quagga suit and an SDN controller. A real use case [70], demonstrate the features of 
Quagga managing an OpenFlow 1.3 Switch and 2 traditional Cisco routers, sharing with 
the Quagga installed at the controller,  OSPF, and BGP routing updates.   

A proper implementation of SDN and legacy networks coexistence at L3, must 
not require modifications of existing routing protocols. Moreover, legacy infrastructure 
should be transparently integrated allowing communication between virtual routers 
implemented at the controller (Quagga) and physical in legacy networks.  

The final solution has to ensure that routing control messages are correctly 
delivered from OpenFlow switches to virtual routers and vice versa, avoiding 
inconsistencies between the IP and the OpenFlow network. 

 
 

4.1.1 Quagga Routing Suite  

A system with Quagga installed acts as a dedicated router. It is defined as an open 
source virtual router implementation that provides TCP/IP based routing features with 
routing protocols support. Quagga supports static routing for small environments and 
dynamic routing for more demanding environments [33] such as a carrier grade 
topologies.  

Currently, Quagga supports BGP, OSPF, RIP and IS-IS and a future support for 
MPLS. In addition to traditional IPv4 routing protocols, Quagga also supports IPv6 
routing protocols that make ideal for further investigations and possible 
implementations in IoT scenarios.  

The architecture is based on a collection of daemons running on LINUX 
instances. The static routing entries are configured directly at Zebra, which works as the 
kernel interface, and the dynamic updates of the dynamic protocols are installed at each 
corresponding service.  

It is also important at the configuration to enable the forwarding capabilities at 
the localhost where the Quagga runs, due to this virtual router uses the Linux 
capabilities for forwarding the packets.  
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Figure 4.1 Quagga Architecture [33] 

 
Inside Quagga suit several routing protocols have been described by daemons and zebra 
kernel for changing the kernel routing table and for redistribution of routes between 
different routing protocols. Some example of running daemons at Quagga and current 
support are shown in Table 4.1. 

 

Daemon Protocol / Function 
ripd RIP 

ripngd RIPng 
ospfd OSPF V2 
bgpd BGP-4 
isisd IS-IS 

zebra kernel Routing Table Manager 

Table 4.1 Quagga Daemons 

 
In order to simulate the Quagga vRouter and test the coexistence of SDN and legacy 
networks in L3, the GNS3 software is used. From a provider point of view, the 
proposed topology is shown in Fig 4.2, where a simple example is described by three 
blocks: 
 

1. Legacy Network Block (components Legacy Router and Switch) 
2. Routing Protocol Block (BGP)  
3. SDN Network Block (components Quagga-vRouter and Mininet).  

 
The general idea of the test is to check the connectivity from segment 192.168.200.0/24 
at traditional network and the segment 192.168.30.0/24 located at the SDN network 
going through a BGP session between two BGP peers which is commonly related to an 
internal BGP (iBGP) session where the BGP peers are in the same autonomous system, 
in this case AS 65000.  

Despite the configuration shows an internal BGP session in the same AS, 
exterior BGP sessions (eBGP) to perform inter-domain routing in TCP/IP networks, are 
currently supported by Quagga based SDN networks.  

Although the BGP study is out of the scope of this work [71], it has been used 
for the simulation environment due to currently it plays a critical role in the internet, 
providing communication between AS and also used in MPLS environments.   
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Figure 4.2 Quagga vRouter Simulation on GNS3 

 
A general approach to BGP router requires to establish a connection on TCP port 179 to 
each of its BGP peers, in the simulation case two BGP peers has been configured for 
each network, legacy, and SDN. Once the session between peers has already established 
BGP updates can be exchanged, Fig.4.3. 
 

             

(a)                                                                                               (b) 
Figure 4.3 (a) BGP Learned Routes at vRouter, (b) BGP Learned Routes at Legacy Router 

       
 
The BGP session between two BGP peers is said to be an external BGP (eBGP) session 
if the BGP peers are in different AS. In the other hand, if a BGP session is done 
between two BGP peers located in the same AS an internal BGP (iBGP) session is 
established. Figure 4.4 shows the iBGP established a session from the simulation 
environment, with an AS 65000, BGP-4 and the neighbors, legacy Cisco router and 
SDN virtual router Quagga.   

 

					 	
(a) 			 	 	 	 	 (b)	

Figure 4.4  (a) BGP Status vRouter, (b) BGP Status Legacy Router 
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In the previous scenario, just a few direct connected routes have been exchanged in the 
iBGP sessions. Nevertheless, complex scenarios are also supported based on BGP-4 
[71].  

Routing capabilities as IntraAS and InterAS or a transit routing are also 
supported. In that sense, SDN networks could be implemented in carrier grade 
topologies running any of this scheme, overlaying BGP-4 as the main protocol used 
between providers.  

A proof of concept of an overlay BGP scenario is available in the reference [72]. 
This specific example shows a practical BGP based transition solution named BTSDN 
for a coexistence environment between legacy and SDN networks. The reference 
proposes to continue using the current BGP protocol and retains the legacy BGP border 
routers to connect the OpenFlow network with the rest of Internet in the same way that 
this section describes using a vRouter and overlaying BGP. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.5 Proof of concept – Inter Domain Topology [72] 

 
Unlike to IGP protocols, such as RIP or OSPF, BGP takes into account other metrics for 
establishing the path, such as predefined network policies which go according to SDN 
architecture, making it feasible for implementing in a coexistence scenario between the 
virtual router and the SDN controller.  

A further investigation for a proper metrics and policy distribution performed at 
the control plane (controller) is still pendent. In that sense, a controller able take 
decisions based on BGP metrics and its own policies could result in a similar 
implementation such as BGP-RR nowadays, but with an optimal path computation.   
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  
	
In an SDN architecture, the centralized concept provides to the controller a complete 
view of the entire network. In that sense, some OpenFlow-based forwarding methods 
have been defined, Reactive, Proactive and hybrid. Independently of these mechanisms, 
implemented at the control layer, it has been shown that the recovery time, packet losses 
and the overall network performance, in an SDN network, presents better results than 
those achieved with legacy networks with a clear applicability to DC and carrier 
networks, with oriented applications based on above-mentioned forwarding modes. This 
allows migration scenarios from legacy to SDN networks and also migration paths for 
coexistence environments.  

Network features such as high availability and load balancing are currently 
implemented in SDN scenarios with solid but open source NOS at the control plane. 

Furthermore, solutions to the major SDN constraint, the scalability, have been 
analyzed along this document.  Using a distributed flat control design, scalability in an 
SDN network is achievable with a certain performance degradation, due to the added 
controller to controller channel, which allows the synchronization and the overall 
consistency required by a multi-instance scenario.  

Proposed simulations compare legacy and SDN networks to understand typical 
problems and SDN proposed solutions. For example, STP is commonly used in legacy 
networks to provide a certain grade of redundancy at L2, nevertheless, the performance 
of STP in front of an event is not affordable by new data center scenarios, where latency 
times and resiliency of the network present completely different requirements. In this 
context, SDN results in a suitable solution with minimum recovery delays.  

Furthermore, if RSTP is used instead of STP in traditional networks, SDN and 
the forwarding mechanisms work as the shortest path bridging protocol SBP, which in 
fact is oriented to replace any STP versions. In the case of a link failure, STP does not 
guaranty an optimal path computation. If the shortest path computed by STP 
corresponds to the most congested route, an efficient use of resources could not be 
guaranteed.  

In contrast, SDN not only computes the shortest path but also all the available 
paths from source to destination with the possibility to include other metrics in the 
computation such as the bandwidth usage or the data rate at each link.  

Besides the data plane HA, there is the control plane where a centralized SDN 
architecture represents a big problem. In that sense, the controller plays a critical role 
and must guarantee the HA of the overall system in SDN environments.  

In the simulations with a multi-instance environment, which constitutes a 
distributed flat control design, the results show that the high availability at control plane 
follows a trade-off between scalability (clustering) and system performance.  
Furthermore, the controllers clustering also represents a load balancing solution for the 
control plane, distributing the overall switch charge between the components of the 
cluster. The processor capabilities at each controller, for the first implementations, must 
be considered, meaning a high CAPEX to provide a solution with future flexibility and 
scalability.  

On the other hand, in order to provide a load balancing scenario in legacy 
networks at L2, some solutions based on STP are currently used as the MSTP used to 
achieve trunk load-balancing. Issues as the VLAN scalability appear with this kind of  
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solutions. Nevertheless, the solution corresponds to a policy-based scenario, with no 
dynamic reconfiguration.  
 By the moment, SDN provides policy-based and dynamic load balancing 
solutions. The first one, PF is considered a policy-based forwarding mechanism with 
pre-established flow entries at each switch. This PF method reduces the computation 
time and results in a faster packet forwarding solution.  

The second solution RF is based on flows entries, which are automatically 
installed at each switch along the path, based on shortest path computation, without 
taking into account the bandwidth occupation at each link.  

Compared with PF, RF results in higher latency due to the OpenFlow messages 
OFPT_PACKET_IN/OFPT_PACKET_OUT with the controller to establish the E2E 
path, although the RF guarantees an efficient use of flow tables due to the time-out 
configuration.     

A migration scenario from legacy to SDN networks present clear challenges, but 
a coexistence solutions are currently in production. BGP as the major routing protocol is 
presented as a clear migration path to L3 features, interconnecting DC through open 
source virtual routing as Quagga suite, with support for BGP, OSPF, and LDP in order 
to support MPLS.  

Furthermore, overlays are also a use case for a migration scenario, not only for 
L3 but also for L2, such as VPLS.  

The present document could be used as a starting point for future works with 
respect to migrations or coexistence scenarios but also to improve actual mechanisms 
and applications for SDN networks:  

 
• An extended Dijkstra’s algorithm, corresponding to a dynamic load 

balancing, could be used in SDN networks. It considers both the edge 
weights and node weights. Reference [48] probes that latency reduces in 
SDN networks using this extended algorithm. Further research is needed in 
order to develop an application that includes more metrics that the number 
of hops in order to compute an optimal E2E path. 

• As MPLS results complex and requires high maintenance, new forwarding 
mechanisms as Segment Routing appears as a solution which makes SDN 
network more scalable, less complex and flexible. The work in  [73] 
provides an overview of future networks with segment routing and SDN 
concept. Development of a segment routing application requires a further 
research. 	
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APPENDIX A  
 
In order to measure the general throughput of ODL and ONOS controllers, a simple 
virtual environment has been implemented. The components of the simulation are: 
 

• VirtualBox - VMs 
• Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS  - ODL 
• Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS  - ONOS 
• 2 GB RAM per VM 
• 2 CPUs per VM 

In addition, an external VM with the software cbench has been installed to benchmark 
controllers. This tool simultaneously emulates an OpenFlow controller – switch traffic, 
comprising the available capacity at the controller, which is mainly determine by the 
CPU at the VM. In that sense, cbench flood the controller and analyze the performance 
based on the number of flows per second processed by the controller. 
 Ten measurements have been done for each scenario ONOS and ODL with 1 
switch and 1000 MACs. Annex 1 describes the CI for ONOS Controller. The results are 
presented with a 95% confidence that the mean is maintained within 219383 flows/s and 
238859 flows/s with the described VMs characteristics. 
 
 

								 	
Annex  1 ONOS Controller Throughput 

 
Under the same test parameters, Annex 2 describes the CI for ODL Controller. The 
results are presented with a 95% confidence that the mean is maintained within 79838 
flows/s and 109887 flows/s.  
  

								 	
Annex  2 ODL Controller Throughput 
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Annex 3, shows the test results for cbench running in mode throughput, in order to 
benchmark the controllers. Twelve test has been performed, but the first and the last has 
been discarded by the warmup and cooldown effect of the tool.     
 

												 	
(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Annex 3 (a) ONOS Controller Throughput Test, (b) ODL Controller Throughput Test	
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APPENDIX B 
 
In order to install static flow entries along the E2E path, the ONOS CLI has been used, 
configuring two ‘Point Intents’ at each switch per path (bidirectional). An example of 
the required command is shown below:  
 

• Onos> add-point-intent –t IPV4 –p 200 –ipDst 10.0.0.50/32 of:0000000000000005/3 0f: 
0000000000000005/1 
 

Where the –t option describes the version of internet protocol (IPV4/IPV6). The –p 
correspond to the priority and the –ipDst, as an option to match the destination of the 
packets. The Flow ID is described by of:0000000000000005/3, with the last two 
numbers describing the switch and the port in the switch (5/3 – switch S5 port 3). The 
first flows ID correspond to the incoming port and the second to the outgoing port. 

Another way to instantiate an intent is from the GUI web console, where, in an 
easy form the end points have to be selected and then the option to create a path 
between them appears. In this case, the installation of flow is done in a PF way and 
taking into account the LB between different paths based on policy previously defined. 
Annex 4 shows some of the installed intents at each switch for the LB scenario.  

	

	
Annex 4 Intents installed for LB scenario 

 
In addition, Annex 5 shows the minimum, maximum, and average time of response 
obtained in the simulation for the proactive forwarding method. The latency results 
have been included for each host H2 and H3. 
 

	
Annex 5 LB Proactive Forwarding Test results	
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For the RF simulation, the intents are auto installed by the reactive forwarding 
subsystem. The Annex 6 shows the minimum, maximum, and average response time 
obtained for the reactive forwarding method. 
 
 

	
Annex 6 Reactive Forwarding Test Results 
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APPENDIX C 
 
The dynamic clustering test has been simulated using the script that comes with the 
ONOS Cardinal distribution. The required configuration is shown in Annex 7.  
 

 
Annex 7 Clustering ONOS controllers 

In the same way, cbench tool has been used to test the controller’s performance when 
the cluster is built. Cbench perform continuous request of flows from every switch 
according to the number of MACs per switch, flooding the controller and analyzing the 
performance based on the number of flows per second processed by the controller.  

Parameters as the number of switches, the number of tests, the time of each test and 
the number of MACs per switch are configured as the Figure 6 shows.  

As an example, the figure shows the results of 10 tests, 8 switches and 1 controller 
before the cluster establishment.  
 

	
Annex 8 ONOS Controller Performance Results - 1 Switch 

 
In addition, the processor consumption at the controller, when cbench is in execution is 
show in Annex 9. As has been described, the VM is completely overload due to cbench 
test in order to check the overall throughput of a single controller instance.      
 
 

	
Annex 9 Processor status at the controller with cbench running 
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Furthermore, analyzing the multi-instance environment, 2 controllers had been installed 
in the cluster. The simulation environment is composed by:  
 

• VM Controller 1: Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS, 2 Cores, 16G SDD  
• VM Controller 2: Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS, 2 Cores, 16G SDD 

 
The same simulation test has been performed at each controller ones the cluster is 
established.  

There also a cell reconfiguration is needed, including the IPs of each controller 
in the script. The configuration has to be done at each cell script before launching the 
cluster. Cell configuration is shown in Annex 10.  
 

 
Annex 10 Cell configuration  

 

 

 


